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Abstract: Green infrastructure is a strategically planned network that broadens traditional biodiversity conservation methods to also encompass the concept of ecosystem services (ES). This study aims to identify the network of green infrastructure in Central Europe. An analysis of ecological connectivity is based on ES supply quantified for CORINE land cover classes. Corridors between core areas, which are represented by Natura 2000 sites, are based on the capacity of ecosystems to supply maintenance and regulating ES. The delineated network of corridors of green infrastructure covers approximately 15% of the landscape of Central Europe that provides high levels of various ES. Ecological corridors create linkages between Natura 2000 sites and support the migration and dispersal of species. Central Europe is an important transitional region where coordinated improvement of ecological connectivity is fundamental. Moreover, promotion of the green infrastructure network and full implementation of the EU Birds and Habitats Directives are targets of two important documents at the European level, the EU Biodiversity Strategy 2030 and the EU Strategy on Green Infrastructure.
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1. Introduction

Continuous biodiversity loss, habitat fragmentation, environmental degradation and climate change [1,2] have become impulses to redesign and broaden the traditional approach to environmental management and spatial conservation planning. Awareness of how much human well-being is dependent on natural processes [3,4] has emphasized the urgent need to decrease negative anthropogenic pressures on the natural environment and to foster more conservation and restoration efforts in the landscape. It has become widely accepted (even though not always agreed, e.g., [5]) that conservation planning is supposed to go beyond an intrinsic value of nature [6–8] and this new insight became a priority for many environmental policy agendas in the past decade [9].

One of the key documents targeting environmental issues at the European level was the European Biodiversity Strategy 2020. The Strategy addressed both biodiversity and ecosystem services (ES), which represent the dependency of society on the natural environment. Considering it the most effective, the document called in particular for ensuring no net loss of biodiversity and ES by means of full implementation of the EU Habitats and Birds Directives and promotion of a European green infrastructure (GI) [10] which was later more specified in the individual EU Strategy on Green Infrastructure [11]. The new European Biodiversity Strategy 2030 follows up the indicated trend by targeting protection of ecosystems providing high levels of carbon sequestration, expansion of protected areas, enhancing their coherence, and setting up ecological networks [12].

The concept of GI has recently received growing attention as an instrument for ES enhancement. An overwhelming number of studies focused on GI design were published during the last decade. The GI conceptual framework definitely obtained the greatest attention at a finer, mostly urban and regional scale [13]. However, a number of studies...
also identified GI at a national and transnational level in Europe [14–19]. Depending on the objectives, studies vary greatly in GI definitions as well as in adopted methodologies [20]. Probably the most followed definition is the one of European Commission, which describes GI as a “strategically planned network of natural and near-natural areas with other environmental features designed and managed to deliver a wide range of ecosystem services” ([11], p. 3). In our research, we also follow this definition in the sense of scale, spatial extent, and variety of potential components of GI.

A key feature of GI design is the integrated spatial planning that achieves multiple environmental, economic and social benefits [21]. The most important associated environmental benefit of GI is the enhancement of biodiversity and natural processes [22]. Nonetheless, biodiversity and ES have a multi-layered relationship [23,24]. From the perspective of ES, biodiversity is mostly seen as a regulator of ecosystem processes. It has been shown that measures of biodiversity such as species richness, species abundance, community area, and community structure positively influence provision of various ES, such as biomass production, nutrient cycling, carbon flux, and nitrogen use [25,26]. However, many ES depend rather on the overall state of habitats than on specific populations or communities’ presence [27], and assignment of species to particular habitats is complicated because of changes in habitats in different phases of their life cycles [25,28].

In general, studies report neutral or positive trade-offs (i.e. synergy) between biodiversity and maintenance and regulating ES provision [29–32]. Areas with the highest potential to supply maintenance and regulating ES are located in rather natural landscapes [33]. More ambivalent trade-offs between biodiversity and provisioning services are caused by monoculture production and the need for external energy inputs [34]. Therefore, in integrated planning for GI, usually only ES with a neutral or positive relationship with biodiversity are considered (e.g., [14,17,19]). Habitats of favourable conservation status have higher potential to supply regulating and cultural ES [35] and management of those ES is also reported to impact protected areas least often [36].

The common European network of protected areas, Natura 2000 (N2k), is a key conservation tool in the EU [37,38]. The N2k network was established to protect Europe’s most valuable and threatened species and habitats listed under the Birds Directive (79/409/EEC, amended as 2009/147/EC) and the Habitats Directive (92/43/EEC). Signatories of the Bern Convention (Convention on the Conservation of European Wildlife and Natural Habitats) outside the EU designate the complementary Emerald network.

Compared to biodiversity as perceived in ES paradigm, traditional conservation efforts that were applied for N2k planning aim at uniqueness and vulnerability of species and communities [23]. Many of the sites, before they were included in the N2k network, already existed as protected areas in member states [37]. They were designed under country-specific conservation approaches rather than systematic conservation planning for the N2k network [39,40], which inevitably led to differences in network character between member states as well as to transboundary gaps [41,42]. It is also generally understood that, at present coverage, the N2k network still omits some valuable taxa, communities, and habitats [38,39,43,44].

Even though the N2k network is designed to meet a specific list of conservation objectives, it delivers a considerable amount of ES of all groups as a by-product [25,36,45]. In contrast to traditionally remotely located protected areas [46], N2k sites are in general more exposed to human activities [47,48] and the provided ES meet people’s demands. N2k is therefore seen as the backbone of European GI [11] and GI is considered a tool of improvement in connectivity between N2k sites.

**Approaches to GI Delineation**

Published studies on GI design focus on various aspects of its definition and characteristics. In some cases, especially at the international and continental level, GI is understood as a traditional ecological network and authors mostly emphasize the aspect of connectivity (e.g., [49,50]). Others focus on GI as a mean to protect ES supply (e.g., [15,19,51]) or to try
to balance all key benefits \cite{14,16,17}. Understanding the multifunctionality of GI is the most addressed topic in GI research \cite{13}.

Methods adopted to delineate GI have changed significantly over the last decade \cite{52}. Principally, in methodologies to delineate GI, authors focus either on structural or functional aspects of the definition. The most straightforward way to outline GI is selection of particular land use and land cover (LULC) types which compose the network (e.g., \cite{18,49,53}). Other authors focus on spatial complementarity of areas important for biodiversity and ES provision, adopting a three-step approach based on spatial overlay (e.g., \cite{17,53}). First, multifunctional areas are defined in localities with high potential or actual supply of ES. Selection of specific ES depends on availability of data and their compliance with conservation goals. In the following step, ecological corridors are delineated. On a continental level, it is impossible to plan ecological corridors for each species of interest and, in practice, most studies utilize GI planning for selected large mammals. Such mammals are habitat generalists with the ability of long-distance dispersal and can serve as umbrella species. Some authors work with generic umbrella species \cite{49}. To design wildlife corridors, authors mostly employ several specific GIS tools for connectivity modelling such as the ArcGIS extension Linkage Mapper, Corridor Design \cite{17,54}. These tools usually calculate least cost paths between predefined core areas based on landscape suitability with respect to species of interest. As a last step, GI is outlined as the best performing areas based on spatial overlay of ES supply and ecological corridors.

More recent studies suggest examining quantitative analytical methods allowing strategic decisions \cite{52,55}. Such methods seek to balance multiple objectives in one planning exercise, which increases the effectiveness of spatial planning \cite{56}. Input data in the analysis are species distributions as well as actual or potential ES supply. In contrast to previous works, large scale studies that use quantitative methods incorporate N2k sites into a GI network as a rule (i.e., \cite{14,16,19}). Such studies rely on software tools originally developed for spatial conservation prioritization for biodiversity, namely Marxan and Marxan with Zones \cite{57}. Improvements to incorporate ES were also made in Zonation software \cite{58}. Use of software tools allows making strategic decision under consideration of multiple objectives and dealing with potential conflicts between different interests with the least possible harm.

The aim of this study is to outline the GI network in the research area of Central Europe. Central Europe represents a transitional region between highly altered and fragmented landscapes of Western Europe and less developed regions of Eastern Europe with lower population densities and a considerable extent of relatively pristine natural areas, such as the Carpathian Mountains or Białowieża Forest \cite{59,60}. Surprisingly, the region of Central Europe has not been tackled with special interest in many studies on GI. The only exception is the MaGIC Landscapes project, which concentrates on identification and assessment of GI, as well as on its incorporation into national laws and policies in Central European countries \cite{21}.

Our goal is to promote ES in the region of Central Europe and to propose an ecological network that connects key N2k sites by examining the regulating and maintenance services with Linkage Mapping and habitat analysis of environment datasets for all countries in the area of the analysis, which extends beyond the borders of the EU.

2. Materials and Methods

The research area of this study is Central Europe, represented by Austria, Czechia, Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia (Figure 1). The total area of these countries is 971,000 km\(^2\). To secure connectivity of the GI network along the boundaries, we established a 100 km wide buffer zone around the outer borders of the research area. With this buffer, the area of the spatial analysis includes 16 EU member states and 6 countries outside the EU, namely Belarus, Bosnia and Herzegovina, Serbia, Switzerland, Ukraine, and Kaliningrad Oblast. We focused solely on terrestrial ecosystems and all islands were removed. The
analysis was performed on a total area more than 1.3 m km\(^2\) in a regular grid with a cell size of 1 km\(^2\).

Figure 1. Research area and spatial extent of analysis (light colours). Source of Biogeographical Regions layer: ArcGIS Map Service, © Service Copyright EEA Copenhagen [61].

First, we quantified an ecosystems’ capacity to supply ES. Coverage of data for such spatial extent is limited, partly because the analyzed area extends beyond the borders of the EU. Therefore, we decided to use an expert-based matrix approach which is easily accessible and adaptable for such cases [62]. We assigned capacity to supply ES to LULC classes based on valuation of Burkhard et al. [63]. In that study [63], experts estimate the capacity of CORINE Land Cover (CLC) classes to actual supply of ES. For each CLC class, capacity to supply ES is expressed on a relative scale from 0 to 5, where 0 is no relevant capacity and 5 is very high relevant capacity. We used summarized tabulated values of indicators of ecological integrity and regulating services capacity [3] that correspond to a class called Regulation and Maintenance services in CICES v5.1 classification [64]. Hereafter, we therefore call maintenance services what Burkhard et al. [63] called ecological integrity. In total, 16 individual indicators and services from this group were considered (Table 1).

Table 1. Overview of indicators and services summarized as capacity of ecosystems to supply regulating and maintenance ES. See source studies of Burkhard et al. [63,65] for more detailed explanation of the services and Müller [66] for derivation of indicators of ecological integrity.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Maintenance Services (Ecological Integrity)</th>
<th>Regulating Services</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>abiotic heterogeneity</td>
<td>local climate regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biodiversity</td>
<td>global climate regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>biotic waterflows</td>
<td>flood protection</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>metabolic efficiency</td>
<td>ground water recharge</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exergy capture (radiation)</td>
<td>air quality regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>reduction of nutrient loss</td>
<td>erosion regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>storage capacity</td>
<td>nutrient regulation</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>water purification</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>pollination</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>


For countries outside the EU which are not covered by CLC, we used the GlobCover 2009 layer [67]. This is a global land cover product of the European Space Agency and University of Leuven, based on satellite spectral images and automatic classification with a spatial resolution of 300 m. This global product recognizes 22 classes of land cover.

To harmonize the legends, we adopted the translation of individual legends by Herold et al. [68] and we averaged the values of ES supply when more classes of CLC fell into one of GlobCover 2009 classes. For spatial analysis, we recalculated ES supply to a regular grid at a resolution of 1 km². For each cell of this grid the average capacity was calculated as ES capacity weighted by proportion of area of appropriate land cover class within the cell (Figure 2).

![Figure 2. Weighted capacity to supply maintenance and regulating ES in regular grid with cell size 1 km².](image)

In the second step, we outlined the ecological network via the concept of isolation by resistance [69] and circuit theory [70]. We performed habitat connectivity analysis in the ESRI ArcGIS extension Linkage Mapper v2.0 [71]. This tool connects predefined core areas with least cost paths based on their Euclidean/cost-weighted distance and resistance surface. Resistance surface quantifies the willingness of an organism to move through the landscape [70]. Landscape here is simplified to a cell of the reference grid for which the resistance value is calculated.

Studies of connectivity differ greatly in the way resistance surface is created and a common approach is still missing [72]. We derived the resistance values from capacity of maintenance and regulating ES supply. This assumption is based on reports that the highest supply of these ES is in healthy natural ecosystems. In this sense, capacity of maintenance and regulating ES serves as a surrogate of naturalness of an ecosystem. Briefly, we consider ecosystems with the highest capacity to supply maintenance and regulating ES to be the most permeable environment for organisms. To quantify the resistance surface, we used the natural breaks method and inverted the ES capacity value (scale 0–71) to new resistance values (inverted scale 1–100).

As core areas in connectivity analysis, we selected N2k sites of at least 50 km². Determination of cores is an arbitrary step, which highly influences the spatial pattern of the result of the analysis. Threshold size was chosen with respect to the total area of interest, spatial scale of the proposed GI network, and the character of the N2k network in individual countries. Since there is a little possibility for considerable spatial extension of
terrestrial protected areas in Europe, selected cores represent the most extensive N2k sites with assumably high inner environmental heterogeneity. They are supposed to provide more diverse habitats and resources that support the occurrence of multiple species from various taxonomic groups [73], as well as enough area of interior habitats for species vulnerable to edge effects [74].

For non-EU countries, Emerald sites were used with the same rule for their size. In Serbia and Kaliningrad Oblast, the candidate sites of Emerald network were employed as the best data available. Consideration of core areas in the buffer zone guarantees that ecological corridors also cross the boundaries in meaningful directions within the research area. Some of the sites are designated either under the EU Habitats Directive or the Birds Directive and their areas can overlap. Therefore, all cores were aggregated before following spatial analysis. In total, more than individual 1100 core areas were identified, covering 14% of the area of analysis.

In order to reduce the calculation time of Linkage Mapper 2.0 [71], we subsequently set process steps and additional options. For network adjacency and nearest neighbour measurement, we used the cost-weighted method. We also set the maximum number of nearest neighbours as six. In additional options, we reduced the areas of constitutive computations between each of the two core areas with a minimizing processing time using the bounding circles option (with boundary size 200 km²).

Based on resistance surface and cost-weighted distance, least cost paths between core areas were identified. Ecological corridors were formed as least cost paths (axes of corridors) and their buffer zone. Ecological corridors were arbitrarily delineated as a buffer of 2500 m around least cost path lines. Such corridors covered 8.8% of the least resistant grid cells in the research area and they connected 60% of all N2k sites. When deciding the appropriate corridor width, we wanted to stay below the selection of 10% of the least resistant grid cells in the research area; we also wanted to connect as many N2k sites as possible. Additionally, we evaluated 1000 m buffer (53% of N2k sites; 4.9% of the least resistant grid cells) and 5000 m buffer alternatives (70% of N2k sites; 16.8% of the least resistant grid cells).

Multipurpose corridors at a transnational level are supposed to provide various environments serving as stepping stones for faster passage, as well as more permanent habitats for species movement on annual (or even longer) time scale [75]. Evidence shows that when corridors are wider than 250 m, the edge effects are significantly reduced and such corridors can also support the occurrence of interior species (e.g., [76]). A 2500 m wide buffer was assessed as the most effective one. The final width of ecological corridors is therefore 5 km, which seems appropriate to our spatial scale and minimum area of cores.

To evaluate present connectivity of the N2k network in each country, we quantified the share of sites connected by the proposed GI network. Secondly, to depict what environment the corridors offer, we quantified the area of CLC classes that fell under the GI network. Lastly, we asked what the capacity of the GI network is to supply various ES. In this step, we focused on characteristics of grid cells that were preferentially selected as GI corridors. Therefore, we only assessed cells with the lowest value of landscape resistance in corridors under 5 km wide. Exactly 10% of the best performing cells under the corridors were assessed, which corresponds to the first 8% of least resistant cells in the whole research area (Central Europe). We evaluated not only the capacity of maintenance and regulating ES supply used for GI delineation, but also provisioning and cultural ES expertly quantified in the matrix of Burkhard et al. [63] for each CLC class.

Interpretation of results is related only to our research area—the region of Central Europe formed by six countries: Austria, Czechia, Germany, Hungary, Poland, and Slovakia. On the north-eastern boundary, islands were removed and the shoreline and the borders are simplified with regard to the coverage of CLC layer and the reference grid of the analysis.
3. Results
3.1. General Description of Delineated Network

We identified GI as a network of corridors between existing protected areas in six Central European countries (Figure 3). Components of the network are N2k sites of at least 50 km$^2$ (representing the core areas), and 5 km wide ecological corridors linking them. The proposed GI network covers 318,052 km$^2$. This means that our proposal covers almost 33% of the research area. However, almost 18% is already under protection in the N2k network, either inherently as a core area or secondary selected as a part of a GI corridor; therefore, newly identified corridors themselves only represent 15% additional land.

Figure 3. Proposed green infrastructure network, delineated as a set of corridors between core areas (N2k sites).

The spatial pattern of GI varies between the countries in the analysis. Distribution and length of corridors is partly determined by size, number, shape, and distribution of core areas (Figure 4). The greatest extent of the GI network is in Slovakia (30%) and Hungary (21%), where the network is evenly distributed. Slovakia also has the highest proportion of area within cores and the greatest average size of core area. The high GI density in Hungary is also due to a large proportion of core areas being smaller in size and larger in amount compared to Slovakia. Therefore, corridors themselves cover a considerably higher proportion of Hungary. In Poland, the GI network covers 19% of the country, and the character of core areas is similar to those in Slovakia. Polish N2k sites are on average the largest; the majority of them became core areas, but as a result the corridors are longer and less dense than in other countries. Such extensive cores are mostly located in the north and are absent in the centre of the country (in voivodeships like Łódź, Holy Cross, Opole, or Silesian). Nevertheless, the distribution of GI corridors is relatively even across the whole country.
The GI network is less evenly distributed in the three remaining countries. Germany, together with Austria and Czechia, show the lowest proportion (around 15%) of their land covered by the GI network. In Germany, the core areas are on average the smallest and the differences in network density are visible between regions. A dense network of corridors occurred in the centre of Germany (Rhineland-Palatinate, Hesse, Thuringia) and in the north-eastern federal states (Mecklenburg-Vorpommern, Brandenburg) where numerous extensive N2k sites are located. In contrast, federal states with an overall lower coverage of N2k network (areal proportion of cores less than 10%) show a lower GI network density (e.g., Lower Saxony, North Rhine-Westphalia, Schleswig-Holstein). In Austria and Czechia the spatial pattern of the network is rather sparse. Despite the fact Czechia has a much higher number of smaller N2k sites than Austria, the number and total area of cores that reached the threshold of 50 km² is almost identical in both countries. The GI network in these two countries shows visible gaps, namely empty areas without any core surrounded by long-distance corridors. In Austria, such gaps occur in Lower Carinthia, Eastern Styria, and along the Danube River in Upper Austria. A similar gap is also visible in the Alpine Foreland of Bavaria. In Czechia, the corridors literally encircle the Vysočina Region.

3.2. Natura 2000 Network

Beside 847 N2k sites that are an inherent part of the network as core areas, the GI network connected an additional 4393 smaller sites. Corridors themselves connected a total of 2219 sites. Of these, 814 are completely incorporated into corridors in their full extent. The remaining 2174 sites are adjacent either to cores or to N2k sites connected by corridors. It means that, in total, the GI network established a connection between 50% of N2k sites; this equates to more than 94% of the N2k network in Central Europe. Sites remaining outside the GI network are rather small, at 2.88 km² on average. Nevertheless, these numbers present an overview for the whole area of Central Europe and they differ slightly in each country. The greatest average size of N2k sites remaining outside the GI network is in Poland (6 km²) and the least in Czechia (1 km²).

The number and area of N2k sites captured in the proposed GI network reflects the internal connectivity of the network in individual countries (Figure 5). Some countries protect a lower number of larger N2k sites, whereas others have a higher number of smaller sites, usually at a higher density (Figure 4). Germany has the largest area of sites below the 50 km² threshold which became part of the GI network (2.4%). In addition, a considerable area of N2k was integrated into the network as adjacent sites (0.5%). It also has the highest total area of smaller sites that remained disconnected (1.4%). In contrast, the remaining countries only have a minor area of N2k that fell into the GI network by adjacency of sites. Hungary (1.3%), Czechia (1%), and Slovakia (0.89%) show relatively high proportions of...
N2k area connected by corridors. These values are close to the Central European average (1.3%). In Austria and Poland, only a small proportion of N2k area not designated as cores was connected by GI corridors (0.5%). In Slovakia, for example, corridors show the shortest average length in comparison to other countries; this is partly caused by the high proportion of land covered by the N2k network. Many of its N2k sites have an elongated shape, which can shorten the distance to be spanned by corridors. Alongside Austria, Slovakia also had the least absolute area of N2k network remaining outside the GI network.

Figure 5. Proportion of national N2k network area that (i) was predefined core areas and their adjacent sites (yellow); (ii) was connected as preferentially selected land under corridors (light green); (iii) was adjacent to sites connected by the corridors (dark green); (iv) remained disconnected by GI (red).

3.3. CLC Classes and Capacity to Supply ES in Cells under the GI Corridors

An overview of CLC classes (Figure 6) shows that almost one third of GI is covered by broad-leaved forests (CLC code 311). Then, pastures (CLC code 231), coniferous forests (CLC code 312), non-irrigated arable land (CLC code 211), and mixed forests (CLC code 313) are highly represented. These five categories have the highest coverage for both cores and corridors, although they rank differently. Most of the classes are natural and near-natural ecosystems that can be either extensively or intensively managed. In the case of corridors, two more CLC classes stand out as preferentially selected. The first is land principally occupied by agriculture, with significant areas of natural vegetation (CLC code 243), and the second is discontinuous urban fabric (CLC code 112). These two land covers, as well as non-irrigated arable land, together reach 37% of land under corridors and belong to artificial surfaces and agricultural areas.

In the case of every ES group, some cells have null or very close to null capacity supply ES, while others reach the maximum supply of the respective group (Figure 7). The maximum value can be reached if the cell is completely covered by a CLC class with maximum capacity to supply ES. In general, the lowest capacity was reached for ES provided by water ecosystems. These include flood protection and ground water recharge (regulating services) that are all very close to zero, as well as capture fisheries, aquacultures, and freshwater provision (provisioning services). These services are provided by rather small patches of specific ecosystems whose high capacity for ES supply diminishes in spatial resolution of our analysis that was conducted upon a regular grid with a cell size of 1 km².
Overall, the capacity to supply regulating services is very high in cells preferentially selected as suitable for GI network corridors. Mean supply of all respective services is above 50% (i.e., above 2.5 on the relative scale 1–5 of original expert evaluation by Burkhard et al. [63]), with the exception of services provided foremost by freshwater and marine ecosystems (flood protection, ground water recharge, global climate regulation). High values are also reached for the capacity of provisioning services supply, even though this ES group was not the key variable considered for GI delineation. We ascribe this result to the large proportion of forest land cover classes under the GI corridors which have high capacity to supply wild food, timber, wood fuel, biochemicals, and medicines. Provisioning services supplied in intensively managed agricultural ecosystems (crops, livestock, fodder) remain at low capacities. Cultural services (recreation & aesthetics values, intrinsic value of biodiversity) also show generally high supplies; this is because they harmonize with natural and near-natural ecosystems in good environmental condition.

Indicators of ecological integrity that were interpreted as maintenance services have more heterogeneous distributions of capacities in GI corridor cells in the research area. All indicators reach the mean capacity of at least 70%, which corresponds to 3.5 in the original expert evaluation [63]. The lowest average capacity is reached by the indicator of biodiversity.

According to the evaluation matrix, the highest supply of biodiversity belongs to the CLC classes of mixed forest and natural grasslands [63]. Near-natural and human-modified ecosystems that were mostly detected under delineated GI corridors provide lower relative capacity to supply biodiversity. Conversely, the highest average capacity of all indicators appeared for exergy capture which is indicated by primary production [63,66]. In the expert evaluation matrix, the highest values of this indicator are assigned to land cover classes with the greatest share under the GI corridors (forests, pastures and non-irrigated arable land).
Figure 7. Distributions of capacity to supply ES in 10% of least resistant cells under the GI corridors in the research area. Bars divided to quartiles indicate the distribution of supplies of respective ES in cells, where the minimum value is 0% and maximum is 100%. The thin grey line indicates the mean value. The relative scale allows comparison of distribution of values of each ES with summarized supplies for indicators of maintenance and regulating ES.
4. Discussion

In this study, we examined a simplified approach to GI delineation as an instrument to connect N2k sites, while utilizing ecosystems able to supply high levels of ES in the landscape. In particular, non-irrigated arable land, pastures, and all types of forests are the preferentially selected CLC classes for delineation of corridors. An overview of CLC classes shows that GI is not strictly limited to intact natural ecosystems and remote regions. Non-irrigated arable land, together with discontinuous urban fabric and agricultural land with natural vegetation, represent more than one third of land under the GI corridors. The finding that GI corridors intersect human dominated landscapes corresponds with current demands on the GI network [11] and confirms the suitability of methods selected for GI outline.

The presence of the GI network in accessible locations ensures that ES are supplied in proximity to their beneficiaries. The presented GI provides satisfactory levels of regulating ES supply because their values were key to its delineation. Evaluation of ES supply capacities under the GI network also revealed high supply of some production services, such as wild foods, timber, wood fuel, biochemicals, and medicine. These services are mainly supplied in natural or near-natural ecosystems which are more compatible with biodiversity conservation goals. Such areas cover the remaining two thirds of land under GI corridors. This finding contrasts with the general understanding that provisioning services are mostly in trade-off with conservation efforts [33,34]. Despite the fact that ecosystems under the GI network can potentially provide multiple services, actual ES supply depends on human demands; this in turn influences the management of ecosystems and subsequently intensifies trade-offs and synergies of various ES [65]. Only in adequately managed ecosystems can such provisioning services contribute to economic benefits provided by the GI network without causing any harm to biodiversity.

Biodiversity enhancement is one of tasks of GI planning. The proposed GI network connected 94% of the N2k network in the research area. The requirement of full implementation of the N2k network is related not only to full coverage of species and habitats of interest, but also to structural and functional connectivity of the network. Araújo et al. [77] report that species protected in the N2k network are especially threatened by climate change; this is because the sites are on average smaller and they are often located in accessible flatlands. Overall enhancement of structural connectivity between N2k sites by GI is satisfactory, considering that the average size of disconnected N2k is 2.88 km². De la Fuente et al. [48] found similar result for connectivity of N2k sites covered with woodland and riparian forests habitats in Spain.

The spatial pattern of the GI network varies across the research area. Variation in distribution of this network stems primarily from the distribution, shape, and size of N2k sites that served as cores. However, listed characteristics of sites reflect not only the environmental and biogeographical qualities, but also decision making in spatial conservation planning. We suggest that a survey of national N2k sites connected with the delineated GI depicts the connectivity aspects of the N2k network in each country. Of all the countries in the research area, Germany stands out in particular considering its present spatial N2k network distribution. Germany has the lowest share of area within cores; however, the highest area of N2k network became connected by the GI network via corridors or by adjacency to connected N2k sites. Connectivity by adjacency of sites was overall insignificant in any other country. We interpret the result of high connectedness in Germany as a sign of high quality implementation of the N2k network.

In our view, the transnational planning of the GI network gives a unique opportunity to utilize long-distance functional ecological connectivity. When we compare delineated GI network to long-distance migration corridors for large mammals [78], both networks show a significant overlay in multiple locations. The similarity can be detected in particular in Poland. However, the country’s national migration corridors are more precise and are usually narrower than the 5 km wide GI corridors. We see delineated GI as an environment that allows species various types of movement through the landscape. In the research
area, GI corridors represent 15% of land suitable for conservation-oriented management practices. We see the support of long-distance connectivity as a set of various, high quality patches within the corridors, rather than one extensive, linked habitat. In that sense, corridors might be conserved as working land, as proposed for example by Kremen and Merenlender [79].

Identification of the GI network as done here is an illustrative examination of approach. Transnational studies of GI seem to be more effective in reaching common European goals than individual national designs for the GI network, and they avoid trans-border incoherencies of the proposed networks [14,41]. To safeguard connectivity of the ecological network along the outer borders, spatial analysis was performed on the research area plus a 100 km-wide outer buffer. The necessity to adequately address ecological connectivity on the borders has seldom been considered in national and transnational GI studies carried out with a similar methodological approach.

We had to make some arbitrary decisions, such as selection of core threshold size and the width of ecological corridors. Selection of arbitrary thresholds is an inevitable step in spatial conservation planning based on software tools which rely on the user’s expertise in the field. Limited availability of extensive, good-quality datasets compromise the detail of output, especially when countries outside the EU are incorporated into the analysis. The same conclusion was reached by Neubert and John [53], who evaluated available data for GI assessment in Central Europe. They selected CLC as the most comprehensive and detailed dataset for the region. Skokanová et al. [80] see the best applicability of this LULC layer in studies at a national and transnational scale. Nevertheless, we are aware that use of LULC maps as proxies for ES supply is a rather rough approach [81,82]. Moreover, the relevance of some LULC classes for the supply of key ES is highly dependent on their management. In our case, that is especially applicable for the CLC classes non-irrigated arable land and discontinuous urban fabric; these are significantly represented in our GI corridors. Averaged values of ES provision assigned by experts can hide the occurrence of land cover patches in unsatisfactory environmental conditions. Intensity of management also influences the suitability of ecosystems for ecological connectivity [83].

The requirement to incorporate N2k sites into the GI network without specific demands on the character of the corridors is insufficient for targeted biodiversity enhancement. Connecting N2k sites without respect to the specific demands of species of interest is questionable. This is a general issue in connectivity planning at any spatial scale [84–86]. In many cases, the corridors for various species of interest overlap [50], but they can be in complete opposition as well. Regarding functional connectivity, none of the studies that incorporated N2k sites as a rule questioned this issue and tried to overcome it. The majority of GI studies that explicitly model connectivity rely on the environmental demands of large mammals (e.g., [17,87]), and some authors replace them with unspecified umbrella species [49]. GI delineated by the European Environmental Agency [87] reports high spatial overlap of key areas for the provision of regulating services and the habitats of mammals. However, large mammals are habitat generalists who can migrate through a wide range of ecosystems (if they are undisturbed by human activities). Although mammals in general benefit from the N2k network, large mammals are less likely to be associated with the sites because their territories often extend to much larger areas [88].

Our design was also made without any consideration of barriers to species movement, such as road networks, railways, or built-up areas. Ecological corridors in the GI network generally avoid cities because the supply of regulating and maintenance ES there is rather small compared to their surroundings; however, spatial resolution of the analysis is too coarse to depict linear barriers that significantly impede species movement. We are aware that the method proposed here can improve the structural connectivity of N2k sites, but the functionality of the network would have to be validated [89]. At a national level, de la Fuente et al. [50] verified resistance surface with landscape genetic data. To our knowledge, none of the transnational GI studies have validated the effectiveness of
The functional connectivity of their ecological network with sensitivity analysis, or any other evaluation of functional connectivity.

The presented solution of GI delineation can be helpful in large scale studies where it can bring results comparable to more sophisticated and data intensive approaches. It can be of benefit in detection of areas with high capacity to supply ES, as well as biodiversity enhancement via connecting biodiversity rich cores. The presented input data are accessible for any country covered by CLC, and specific selection of ES can be optimized to the objectives of a study. We believe, for example, that a set of indicators reflecting traditional knowledge, practices, and materials might be useful for GI delineation in diverse regional and cultural contexts. To validate the ecological connectivity of the GI network, verification of the occurrence of umbrella species as well as detection of barriers and bottleneck would be useful.

5. Conclusions

The enhancement of ecological connectivity is crucial for long-term support of biodiversity and ecological processes in fragmented landscapes [90]. Our approach to GI planning combines LULC information with its capacity for ES supply; it can be used to identify a multifunctional ecological network when the availability of other extensive data is limited. Our approach is based on the maximum capacity of ecosystems to supply maintenance and regulating ES and it also detects natural and near-natural areas suitable for delineation of a functional ecological network between protected areas. Our results show that not only maintenance and regulating, but also provisioning and cultural services (e.g., wild foods, timber, wood fuel, or recreation) can be supplied at high levels in the delineated GI network. However, the selection of ES and indicators to their evaluation can be modified to each case study.

We present a GI network which creates linkages between more than 94% of the area of N2k sites. This European network of protected sites is seen as the backbone of the GI network; the differences in the coverage of the GI network can indicate the current state of national implementation of the N2k network. For example, spatial distribution of the GI network shows that N2k sites in Germany are already designed with consideration for structural connectedness of the ecological network. In the remaining countries in the research area, the most common problem is designation of a small amount of large protected areas located far from each other.

Further areal expansion of traditional protected areas in Central Europe is unlikely. We believe that restorative conservation of working land [79] is an appropriate direction to take in the management of such an extensive GI network at a transnational level. Future research of GI should focus not only on ES supply, but also on the location of demands for ES and their flows. Several issues which can be considered as limitations of our study stem from the definition and general conceptual issues of the GI approach in nature protection. Authors often discuss three main issues, namely: (1) unnecessary connecting of areas where connection is pointless or redundant; (2) attempts to reach multifunctionality of landscape where unnecessary; and (3) enhancement of ES provision in locations where it is irrelevant. From the perspective of functional connectivity, barriers and bottlenecks in the GI network would need to be located.
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